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Town Hall Workshop GPLEX360, 2021

Format
Agenda
3:30 Arrival
3:35 Welcome
3:50 Open House
4:25 Networking Part 1
4:45 Workshop
5:20 Networking Part 2
5:30 Close
Goals for the session:
1. Let people know about GPLEX Showcase slots
2. By end of session: Slot in several events for the year
3. By End of Session: Solicit spaces for events
4. Solicit 360 topic ideas or event types
5. Convene an advisory group
6. Get ideas for Detroit Contacts or Topics
7. Understand the topics that most interest participants

Group Notes

In order to cover the variety of workshops and activities that we wanted to cover with this group, we
structured the sessions as though we were bringing an open house online and allowed people to
move on their own accord between the breakout rooms, each of which was being moderated by
either Jeff, Nick, Kiersten, or Mike from the Economy League. Participants could choose a topic that
was interesting to them (the name of the breakout room) and join and leave at their leisure. We
encouraged guests to move into all three or four open spaces in the time allotted for each.
In our private rooms, moderators took notes on central documents in screen share mode so that
participants could follow along. Those notes were compiled and analyzed to create an internal
report. The recommendations will be acted upon over the course of the year and in future GPLEX
conference sessions.

3:50 PM - Open House:
Part 1 (15m)

For part 1, we split into three moderated rooms and allowed guests to come and go through the
spaces. Moderators in each room asked questions and took notes according to their topic: forming an
Advisory Group, soliciting 360 Locations, and sign up for Testimonial + Mighty Networks

“We go back to the same groups we always have because it’s easy: how do
you open recruitment to more groups? Non-profits, start reaching out to Chambers of
Commerce: Hispanic, Asian, African American: get early input from presidents.”
- In response to “Who else should be included?”

Part 2 (20m)
After a brief share-out, we split back into three rooms to discuss… Haves and Needs, Vision
Statements, and Detroit Topics
“Public health: status of City and residents and strength of city public health and zip

code disparities”
- In response to “What topics should we explore in Detroit?”
“Based on what I saw in the Seattle GPLEX, we heard from great leaders and
organizations. But it would be interesting to talk to “average” people.”

- In response to “What would this conference look like as a true exchange of ideas between
Philadelphians and Detroiters?”

4:25 PM - Structured Networking
In four small rooms, we discussed four different topics as moderators took notes and guided the
conversation with a series of questions. Topics included: Connecting the region, making workspaces
work for employees, minor problems in Philadelphia, and what other cities can learn from us.

“Is there something happening at the local that we are multiplying across the region?
There is little coordination in general between similar organizations and services”
- In response to “How do we become more regionally inclusive?”
“Elevating volunteerism and helping connect people, Participatory work - communityfocused grant-making, bring resources, shift power, help create voice, share ideas
across neighborhoods, create cross-sectoral coalitions to do advocacy.”
- In response to “How can our network help to alleviate some of the current challenges?”

“Leaders cannot pin down or articulate their believed necessity to go back to the office.
Often framed with excuses of ‘informal connections’ or ‘team spirit,’ but they can’t
answer.”
- In response to “Making workspaces that work for employees”

4:45 PM - Ideas Workshop: Build a GPLEX Session
Participants were asked to build their preferred GPLEX Session out of a list of components. They were
led in three groups by moderators.
Suggested topics that arose from this session included:

Outcomes
Participants found this format very enjoyable: although it was fast paced, it was meaningful for
everyone involved, and highly stimulating. Many noted that the two hours flew by.
The feedback received in this session will help us to inform the content, flow, partners, and topics
of GPLEX 360 and Detroit GPLEX programming in the next year. We identified multiple quality

resources and got a strong sense of people’s values and ideals. While we will not be able to fit all
ideas into the program, we will be able to prioritize accordingly based on themes. Many of the
recommended topics aligned with those that we had previously identified, making this an ideal and
worthwhile temperature check to know that we are on the right track for our audience.
Finally, this was a great opportunity to connect directly with GPLEX participants and bring them into
the planning process: collaboration generates additional fringe ideas while creating a meaningful
connection to the program.

Conclusion:
These ideas and suggestions will be taken under consideration as we build the GPLEX 360 program for
the year. With this workshop, feedback from individual testimonials and interviews, and our postconference survey, we have a full arsenal of information from which to construct a meaningful
program for our participants! If you have any questions about these methods, would like to see the
long report, or would like to offer additional feedback, please contact Kiersten at
kmailler@economyleague.org.

